
Hail over there ! Hvordan har du det?

Doing just fine as the reviews of  “Heiðindómr ok mótgangr” seems to
be really good.

I’ve to congratulate you for releasing

“Heiðindómr ok mótgangr”,

honestly speaking it’s a

fucking great epic B.M

release that is both inno-

vative and conservative, if

you get my point. How

long was the writing

process and do you

remember the mood dur-

ing the recording ? I feel like that with the

new album you wanted to return to your

root, didn’t you ? 

Good to hear that you like the album as we’re really satisfied with the

result ourselves. The writing process was already started when we
recorded “Kaoskult”, so it takes some time to finish

a song. It doesn’t necessarily mean that it takes
many hours, but you have to have that special feel-

ing and vibe to create a song, and that doesn’t come
all the time. Inspiration is vital but not always present.

The recording took place on different locations and

doesn’t bring a certain mood. Doing vocals, on the other
hand, requires some moods of some kind. It was also

deliberate to have a more BM sound on the album as we
were quite aware of the

fact that some of the riffs

and the total experience
we wanted to create was

closer to “Jormundgand”
than any other album

we’ve done.

Let speak a bit

about the new

album cover

that represents

Hugin and

Munin (the spir-

it and the mem-

ory) and an

Othal rune (the

24th rune which

symbolizes a complete circle). What is the

meaning of this cover ? Does the Othal rune

announces the last HELHEIM’s album ? 

Hehe, no it doesn’t. It merely represents Odin as 4 of the titles are
based on his words in the Håvamål.

Your line up is pretty sta-

ble since the beginning; we

can easily feel it through

the arrangement and

composition deparments

that is a major point. I

mean that your songs are

smooth and aggressive, of

high quality. Is it difficult to deal with the

same band people since nearly 20 years ? 

Actually not. I feel very comfortable about it to be honest. I see them

as my brothers and know how they react and respond, so it’s

been such an honor for me to play with them for such a long
time, and that Noralf entered the band and adapted himself so

well is also very important. We feel stronger than ever
before actually.

All your lyrics are still in

Norwegian, but translated in

English. Do you believe that it’s

impossible to deal with Scandinavian

past in English ?

No, not at all. I’ve

been writing in

English on previous
albums, but felt that

the time was right to
return to only

Norwegian as it suits
our music better.

I happend to discover HELHEIM through trade trading receiving their second demo “Niðr
Ok Norðr Liggr Helvegr” which lead me to buy their first effort and then follow the
band til today. HELHEIM has suffered a bit of being a kind of second range of Enslaved,
but even though both combos deals with the Viking today and come from the same
area, HELHEIM offered another version of Viking B.M with original high pitched screams. I
was really astonished to redsicover HELHeIM and their last effort that’s one hell of a
great stuffs. Answers by H’ Grimmir (guitar and vocals)



Could you give details on “Dualitet og

Ulver” video clip. When and where was it

shot ? How long did the session last ? Hoest

from Taake also features on the video,

what are your relation with this combo ?

It was shot on a weekend in the summer of 2010 at our local mountain

Fløyen. Two of us lived there to watch the gear overnight, so you really
got into the mood. We wanted

Hoest to join the video as he
already had joined the song. I

also play in Taake and we’re
all good friends, so easy to

get him to say yes. He was

actually hoping to get asked
as he liked the song so

much. Great minds think
alike.

You started

HELHEIM when

B.M was a its

top in

Scandinavia,

all over those

years many bands

have changed or disappear. How do

you see the B.M evolution since you first dis-

cover this music ? 

Bands come and go, bands change musical style and

so on…. The mystics are gone for sure, but that

doesn’t mean that the scene’s dead. I still enjoy
new bands, but nothing will ever compete with the

early 90’s. 

Back in the end of 90’s, HELHEIM

and Enslaved were always linked

by fans and fanzines, stating that

HELHEIM was more or less follow-

ing Enslaved’s path as both bands

were referring to the

same topics in their

lyrics, their music

was pretty closed to

yours. According to

me, this quickly gave

you a large fan base

and honestly

speaking being

compared

to

early

Enslaved

was a

honor. How do you see this beginning now

and were you “suffering” from the compari-

son ?

We’ve always been compared to Enslaved and still are. It didn’t give us
a flying start as we were always looked upon as the weaker link. People

cannot see us but within the light of Enslaved and this is of course sad

as I think we’re both quite different musically. If we’d a different lyri-
cal concept I don’t think people would’ve compared us that much.

You’re into a band since

nearly 20

years, you

started the

combo in your

late teens.

Conducting a

B.M all along

these years

might have been

pretty exhaust-

ing as this musi-

cal genre accept

no compromise.

Thence, how do

you see your per-

sonal life evolu-

tion since the

early days ? What

do you learn thanks to the band ? 

HELHEIM’S been like a child to me that I’ve seen growing

and learning alongside myself. The music and the lyrics get
wiser and deeper. We’re better on our instruments and so

on. When conducting a tune with HELHEIM the only rule
is that there are no rules, so no compromise to all those

whom might say that we make compromises. We do
what we do regardless of unwritten rules within a genre.

We never stated to be pure BM anyways.

Are you aware that you’re two first

albums are seen as gems by many B.M fans

and your LPs are pretty hard to find ? Do

you feel proud to have achieved this as I

guess you were far from planning such a

long life with the band ? By the way are

you also a vinyl freaks ? 

I love vinyl and have an ok collection. It’s nice to hear that the 2 first

albums are highly appreciated, but there are more to HELHEIM than
that and I hope people dear to check it out.

I remember that you played live in Grenoble

with Isvind and Aeternus in ’96. It was one

hell of a fucking great show which abrupt-

ly ended due to stupid reason. I remember

that the audience was carefully attending

to all those great combos from Norway, B.M



was getting really popular and

fascinating. Do you recall this

tour or any funny story for

these time ? 

I recall the concert in Grenoble, but not much from the

tour as it’s ages ago

and I most likely was
drunk all the time. It

was HELHEIM’s sec-
ond tour and we were

still learning the game.

Do you

remember that in 93/94 when you

started the band there was

another Helheim band from

Norway that was playing indus-

trial B.M, they quickly changed to

The Helheim Society. Have you ever

checked their materials in past

and were you

in touch with

them ? 

I liked their Fenris EP, but have never

spoken to the guys.

I recall in an old inter-

view that HELHEIM’s

members were heavily

influenced by Bathory and early B.M wave.

Are you listening to the same bands than 15

years ago, how has your musical taste

developed since ? 

Yes, still listening to them old gems, but I’ve also grown to listen to

other styles of music and artists such as
Tom Waits, Sixteen Horsepower,

Woven hand, The Cure, Prodigy,

Depeche Mode to name a few of my
favourites. The list is endless so to

speak.

Norway was seen as the

leader scene in the

early 90’s when it comes to B.M and most of

the cult albums from that era come

either from Norway or from Sweden. What

do you recall from this great time ? I

remember that you weren’t that much into

all these satanic stuffs,

but much more Asatru

oriented, thence how do

you see Satanism today

? 

Things have changed for sure. It

seemed like people in the earlier days
had a greater need to oppose every-

thing than nowadays. Keep in mind that everyone was much younger

which means that the need to oppose is more natural. I don’t know if
the whole satanic thing meant a lot though, the rebellion of it all meant

more. Today it seems like neither matters.

As you’re into Scandinavian mythology, I’ve

always wondered if you had any interested

in medieval reenactment ? 

No.

It’s known that early Vikings did
human sacrifices, did shamanic dances
and barbaric rites (the name barbaric
being used in the Romanian way). Do you
yourself uses runes and shamanism in
your every day life ? Viking also believe
a lot in future and according to tem
everything that happens in lfe has a
meaning and was planned, is that your
view too ? 
I see the importance and magic of runes and wear the thurs rune

myself. My views are very personal and I won’t talk too much about it.
I don’t think life’s pre-planned and that the faith as seen in christianity

governs you. If talking about faith it’s just who you are and that you’re
able to control it. That’s also how I see the Norse view concerning this

matter.

Thanks a lot for your time and answers. I

wish you the best for future ! 

Thank you and remember that Heathendom IS resistance!


